Abstract -In this paper we provide the cross-layer analysis of wireless TCP systems. The effect of error correlation on the behavior of link retransmission strategy and the end-toend throughput of TCP layer are investigated. Based on the cross-layer analysis, a refinement of link layer protocol is proposed by consciously utilizing the information of channel correlations, which leads to the performance improvement of wireless TCP systems. *
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of 3G and beyond, the increasing trend of IP-based wireless data service is undeniable. However, because of the original design and development in wired networks, TCP has the well-known weakness on wireless links with significant errors. Therefore, the link layer (LL) protocols such as ARQ and FEC are needed to protect TCP from the error-prone wireless channels. Now research work has begun to focus on performance enhancing mechanisms at all layers of the network in order to deliver high performance at the end-user level. Residing between physical channel and transport layer, the link layer plays an important role in protocol stacks of the wireless networks. A better understanding of link layer behavior on fading channel would significantly contribute to the design and evaluation of the higher layer protocols such as TCP. The objective of this paper is to analytically investigate the behavior of ARQ retransmission scheme over the correlated fading channels and to quantify the joint impact of the protocol stacks on the end-to-end TCP performance.
There have been several papers on performance evaluation of TCP over radio link protocols (RLP) in wireless networks [2]-[4] . However, it is noted that most of the analytical models are based on the ideal ARQ schemes. As the practical RLP which has been employed by the 3G standard, the particular NAK-based multi-copy Selective Repeat (SR) ARQ scheme [l] need more investigations on the statistic behavior over correlated fading channels and its interactions with TCP.
In this paper we focus on the cross-layer analysis of all the three layers: the physical layer with correlated errors, the radio link layer with NAK-based multi-copy Selective Repeat (SR) ARQ scheme and the transport layer with TCP NewReno. The effect of error correlation on the behavior of link layer strategy and the interaction between end-to-end TCP and local link layer protocols are investigated analytically. Having an *This paper has been supported by NSFC(60272021), P. R. C.
insight into the behavior of link layer over fading channels, an improved retransmission scheme is proposed by making full use of the error correlation for configuration designs and optimizations of wireless link layer. The performance enhancement brought by the link layer refinement is also evaluated at the TCP layer.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, the system models are described. In Section 111, the analytical approach is introduced. Section VI provides the numerical results and corresponding discussions. In Section V, an improved retransmission strategy of link layer is proposed and the enhancement of system performance is analyzed and validated by simulations. Finally conclusions are presented in Section VI.
MODEL DESCRIPTION A. Correlated Channel Model of the Physical Layer
The error process at the frame level of wireless channel could be modeled as a first-order, discrete-time, two-state Markov chain [5] . Let G and B denote good and bad states in which frame transmissions would be successful (without frame errors) and unsuccessful (with frame errors), respectively. Then the one-step transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by where yxu denotes the probability that the current frame transmission is successful (if Y = G) or unsuccessful (if Y = B), given that the previous frame transmission was unsuccessful (if X = B ) or successful (if X = G).
Denoting by PE the frame error rate of physical layer and by f d T the normalized Doppler bandwidth which describes the correlation of the fading process, the Markov parameters can be derived as shown in [5]:
Here Although motivated by the behavior of wireless fading process, the error model considered here also applies to any environment where the frame loss process exhibits correlation.
B. System Model of Radio Link Protocol
In this paper we consider the RLP3 which employs the NAK-based multi-copy SR ARQ scheme at link layer [l] . In analysis, the basic unit is a NAK round, which is the interval that begins when the receiver supplies the last of one or more NAK frames for a missing data frame described by a NAK list entry and ends when the retransmission timer expires for that NAK list entry. For convenience of expression, we denote by R the maximum number of NAK rounds limited by link layer, and by N, (i = 1 . . . R) the number of NAK's to be sent in the ith NAK round for multi-copy retransmission.
Upon the receiver detects a frame loss, it will create a NAK list entry correspondingly, which contains the sequence number of the missing data frame, an associated NAK round counter and an associated retransmission timer. Subsequently, the receiver sends back Nl consecutive NAK's requesting the multi-copy retransmission, increments the NAK round counter by 1 and starts the associated timer. When the timer expires and the data frame is not received successfully, the RLP enters the next NAK round. The process continues until either the missing data is recovered or the NAK round counter exceeds R. If all the NAK rounds are unsuccessful in recovering the missing data, the link layer recovery has to give up, leaving the residual error for the upper layer protocols (e.g. TCP).
The system model for the wireless link recovery process is illustrated in Fig. 1 with the phase definition as follows:
H : the transmitter begins to supply the particular data frame; SO: the data frame is received successfully by the receiver; Fo: the data frame is detected missing at the receiving side; sk: the recovery is successfully accomplished in the kth NAK round, for k = 1 , 2 , . . . , R; Fk: the recovery process fails in the kth NAK round, for k = 1 , 2 ,..., R.
From the diagram of the phase transition, we have
where P(Y X) denotes the transition probability from phase
C. TCP End-to-end Connection
The TCP mechanism is far more sophisticated than that of ARQ at link layer, which uses different and complex X to phase 1 . types of error recovery strategies. Since our intention is to investigate the influence of link layer behavior on end-to-end TCP throughput, we prefer the simulation method to evaluate performance of the transport layer. Fig.2 shows the network topology considered in our work. We focus on the scenario where the TCP packets are sent from a fixed station to a mobile host passing through an intermediate base station, which is the most general scenario in practice. The wired part of the network is assumed to have a bandwidth of 40Mbps with a long propagation delay of 200ms. As the last hop of the network, the wireless link is assumed to be the bottleneck of data transfer with the limited bandwidth of 1Mbps. The propagation delay of the local wireless link is assumed to be negligible compared with the frame transmission time. This is a representative situation where the interaction of link layer protocol and TCP is minimized because that the local recovery process could have a more efficient reaction and consume less time than the end-to-end error correction process of TCP.
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ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Without loss of generality, we assume each link frame is carried by a single physical layer frame. For the local wireless link, the propagation delay and the transmission time of a NAK frame are assumed to be negligible compared with the data frame transmission duration. Also, we assume the backward channel to be error-free so that the NAKs will never be lost. This is reasonable in practice due to the robust error protection for NAK control frames.
Since the phase transition probability P(S0lH) and P(F0 IH) are the successful and unsuccessful probabilities of the original data frame transmission respectively, we get
If the initial transmission of the data frame fails, the link recovery process goes on for retransmissions. According to the NAK-based SR ARQ strategy, the detection of data frame loss is only performed when at least one of the subsequent data frame with a larger sequence number is received successfully. Thus, one can conclude that the first NAK round for any missing data frame must follow a successful transmission of some subsequent frame. Therefore, the initial channel state distribution at the instance of loss detection denoted by a is Q = [l 01. Then it is reasonable to assume that the particular lost frame is uniformly distributed within the N-frame error burst. Denoting by L the sequence of the lost frame, we have:
Fixing the random variable L as 1, we have: 9) where e' denotes the all 1's column vector and Q, denotes the transition probability matrix of an erroneous frame transmission, which represents that the channel falls in the bad state:
In Eq.(9), l?('-l)N1 denotes the transition probability matrix of the channel state during the retransmissions of the previous 1 -1 lost frames of the current error burst, and aN1 represents the probability matrix for the event that all NI retransmitted copies of frame 1 are corrupted.
Denote by T,, the retransmission timeout interval normalized by the frame transmission time. Using Bayes' formula, from Eq. (9) we have E=l where the summation is truncated at rLL because of the assumption that rLL is set sufficiently large compared to the transmission time of frame.
Recalling Eq.(4), the residual error probability after the first retransmission is given by
1=1
From the second NAK round the retransmissions are all triggered by timeout events, and therefore the residual error probability P(FklH) after IC NAK rounds is derived recursivelv bv
P ( F~I H )
= p ,rTLL aNs e' P(FIIH), k = 2 , . . . I €2.
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where p = [0 1 1 represents the channel state distribution after the first failed retransmission, rrLL represents the transition probability of the channel states during the timeout interval rLL in each NAK round, and aNi is the probability matrix that the Ni retransmitted packets lost in the ith NAK round.
Since the number of retransmission times at the link layer is limited by R, the residual frame error rate denoted by P,, being provided to TCP is given by
To be consistent with the general definition of throughput at TCP layer, we denote by qLL the normalized throughput of the link layer whch is defined as the average number of data frames transmitted during a frame transmission time, independent of whether the delivery is successful or not. As every failure of link recovery in the ith NAK round results in the ( i + l ) t h retransmission of Ni+1 multiple retransmitted copies, the normalized throughput is derived as
1
Because the maximum number of local retransmission times has been strictly limited (typically set as small as 3), link layer retransmissions are indeed much faster than end-toend ones driven by TCP. Furthermore, when we focus on a heterogeneous network with the topology as in Fig. 2 , where the delay time of the wired portion is much larger than that of the local wired link due to multiple routing and queueing, the impact of the local link recovery delay on the TCP end-to-end round trip time can be ignored. Consequently, the probability of the interference between TCP and local recovery process that may lead to the conflicting retransmissions is kept small enough. Therefore in this sense, the residual error probability and the normalized throughput provided by the link layer perform as the major factors that would influence the endto-end TCP performance.
Iv. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we examine numerical examples based on both analysis and simulation. In simulation, we employ ns-2 simulator [SI. Additional source codes for wireless error modules and radio link module of RLP3 have also been developed and implemented. We consider the typical heterogeneous network as shown in Fig.2 and focus on a downlink TCP connection. A TCP segment is supposed to be 1024 bytes in length, which is then segmented into 8 RLP frames equally (i.e. 128 bytes per frame). Suppose the wireless link has the capacity of lMbps, then the frame transmission time is determined as lms. The other parameters of the link layer are set as: R = 3, { N i } = {1,2,3}, and rLL = 80. As for the correlated channels, we consider the flat Ravleigh fading , . , characterized by a two-state Markov chain as described in Section 11. In particular, the values of f d T adopted are 0.01, 0.1, 1, descending with the degree of the channel correlation.
A. Performance Issue of Radio Link Layer
Numerical results of the theoretical analysis on link layer performance are exhibited in Fig. 4-5 . Besides the analytical curve, simulation points are also given. Fig. 4 compares the residual frame error rate after local wireless link recovery over fading channels with varying Doppler shift f d T . The residual frame error rate of link layer increases with correlation degree of the error process. Explanatorily, the bursty characteristic of error process increases the failing probability of all retransmission trails which leads to the degradation of reliability performance. Fig. 5 shows the normalized throughput performance of link layer over the correlated channels. The results clearly reveal that the data throughput of link layer benefits from correlation of the underlying error process.
What makes the RLP throughput benefit from the error correlation? The relationship between throughput and residual frame error rate of link layer in the environment of burst errors need to be thought over. Considering the RLP process, the first NAK round is not triggered at the receiver until that a successful delivery event of the hture data frame occurs, i.e., the initial channel state at the beginning of the first NAK round is good as expressed in Eq.(6). Hence the retransmission of the first NAK round unconsciously utilizes the correlated information of the physical channels and certainly benefits from the correlation. Unlike the first NAK round, subsequent NAK rounds are all triggered by timeout events of retransmission timer, so that the benefit from the initial state distribution does not work anymore and the degradation influence of the burst 
B. Performance Issue of End-to-end TCP
Next, the performance issue of end-to-end TCP connection at user level is studied. The results show that with the cooperation of link layer, the TCP performance mainly depends on three factors: 1) the throughput limit of wireless link layer, 2) the residual error probability after local recovery, 3) the correlation degree of the residual errors.
As shown in Fig. 6 , with a low physical frame error rate there is almost no loss event and the TCP end-to-end throughput is chiefly limited by the throughput of wireless link layer which is presented to be near 95% in Fig. 5 . When the channel condition turns worsen, the failure probability of Iocal link recovery increases as previously described. Then the incremental losses of TCP segments frequently shrink the TCP congestion window and decline the performance sharply. In this error-prone situation, the TCP throughput becomes under the joint effect of the other two factors: the residual error probability and the residual error correlation. The higher probability of residual errors leads to larger loss number of the packets and degrades the TCP performance as a result. Contrarily, with higher correlation degree of residual errors the lost frames tend to be clustered so that the halt frequency of TCP data transfer is reduced and the throughput performance of end-to-end connection is improved due to the TCP Set ( f l a g r 4 1 for the eorresoonding entries P Fig. 8 . Flowchart for added codes of the improved scheme at the receiver Additional Increase Multiple Decrease (AIMD) mechanism [7] . As both of the two factors increase with the correlation degree of the error process at physical layer, the curves of TCP throughput vs. the normalized Doppler frequency shift f d T become nonlinear under the joint conflicting influences as shown in Fig. 7 . Specifically, in the case of high correlated fading channel, e.g. f d T = 0.01, the performance definitely benefits from the high degree of error correlation. However, with increasing f d T , the error distribution of segmented link frames is randomized which will aggrandize the average error rate of the TCP segments and furthermore degrade the end-to-end performance by discontinuous failures of TCP transmission. In such a situation, the benefit from the lower residual error rate of link layer can not sufficiently compensate the performance degradation caused by error randomization, and consequently the throughput curve turns into a low trough near the area of f d T = 0.1 as in Fig. 7 . When the f d T continues increasing, the correlation among the errors gets further weakened and results in the comparatively low residual error rate of link layer as exhibited in the previous subsection, which greatly contributes to the improvement of TCP throughput and dominantly causes the distinct advantage of the end-to-end performance.
to make the TCP system consciously use the information of channel correlation.
As we have mentioned, although the residual error rate of the link layer PLL is degraded by the correlation of error process, P(F1 IH) keeps predominant with higher correlated error conditions in the first NAK round. This is due to the particular triggering mechanism of the first NAK round which unconsciously utilizes the correlated information of the underlying phyiscal channels. The advantage of the first NAK round gives us a heuristic suggestion: It would efficiently enhance the system performance to make all the NAK rounds "like" the first NAK round in order to consciously utilize the correlated information of wireless channels. Particularly, to imitate the first NAK round behavior in our proposal, when the retransmission timeout occurs at receiver, the next NAK round would not start immediately as in the standard link protocol until a successful transmission of the forward channel is detected. In respect that the timeout event gives no information of the underlying channel which is always varying in wireless environment, we resort to the successful receiving of the data frame as the good state indication of the correlated channels to trigger the beginning of next NAK round. Practically, to avoid the unexpected situation that no data transmission exists on the communication pipe, a successful delivery of idle frame with no data [l] should also be accepted as the condition of retransmission triggering. The flowchart summarizing the algorithm for the improved scheme is shown in Fig. 8 .
As an extension of the analytical approach in Section 111, we have the following derivations.
1) The failure probability of the original data frame is still determined by the steady state distribution of the correlated channel:
(16)
2) Since every retransmission of the NAK round is triggered by a successful transmission on the forward channel, all the NAK rounds begin with the conditional distribution of channel state as a = [l 01. And similar to the analysis on the behavior of the first NAK round as in Section 111, we have
In this section we discuss the issue of link layer refinement as an extension of our cross-layer analysis. The observation and discussion on the interactions of the TCP layer, link layer and physical channels lead us to emphasize the key operation of link layer protocols. Results have shown that especially in the correlated channel with high loss rate, the major factor that limits the end-to-end TCP throughput is the residual error rate provided by the link layer protocol. To increase the number of retransmission times is one of the solutions, but it will increase the probability of conflicts between the TCP retransmission and local link recovery. Here, along with our study on the link layer behavior, we propose a simple but efficient method
3) The normalized throughput of RLP is determined by the residual error rate of the NAK rounds as in Eq.(15).
The numerical results of the proposed improved scheme as well as the simulation results are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . For comparison, the curves of the standard RLP are also given. The results show that this simple modification in retransmission strategy efficiently decreases the residual error probability of the link local recovery especially in high correlated channels. Simulation results in Fig. 11 and caused by the link layer optimization over correlated channels.
As the performance improvement results from the channel correlation, in the channel condition with f d T = 1 where it is very close to the random loss situation, the TCP throughput comes back to be almost the same with that of the TCPIARQ system with standard radio link protocols. The analysis and results lead us to conclude that an optimized design of link layer could efficiently enhance the end-to-end performance of user level without interference with the higher layer. Although the improved strategy we proposed in this section focuses on the information integration of link layer and physical layer, it is based on the cross-layer analysis of all the three layers of wireless networks. Note that there are three distinct advantages of the proposed scheme: simplicity, practicality and compatibility. Depending on the theoretical analysis, the algorithm keeps limited modification on the standard protocols only at the receiving side. There is no need to change the program of base stations and only an added module at the receiver (e.g. mobile phones) is necessary.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the cross-layer issue of the wireless TCP systems over two-state Markov channels. The interactions of wireless fading channels, link local recovery process and TCP are investigated. The analytical model is suggested to be helpful for performance evaluation and configuration optimization of radio link layer in wireless networks. Results show that the burstiness of the error process at physical layer caused by wireless fading significantly affects the system performance. Although the data throughput efficiency of link layer benefits from the channel correlation, the degradation of the residual error probability after local recovery due to the error burstiness dominates the behavior of link layer and finally degrades the end-to-end TCP throughput. Based on the analysis of link layer behavior and the interactions of the adjacent layers, an improved strategy of link layer is proposed to enhance the TCPJARQ system performance by better utilization of the burstiness nature of error process. The research shows that an optimization of link layer setting with the advantages of simplicity, practicality and compatibility is significant and necessary which is highly recommended. Conclusively, improvement of the end-to-end user performance is the final goal of our cross-layer issue, and therefore, we suggest that any evaluation or refinement of the wireless networks should depend on the viewpoint of all the network protocol stacks.
